Computer Expert

Complete the five steps to earn your Computer Expert Badge.

1. **Paint or Draw with an art program:** Use the art program featured below to paint or draw using your computer!

   Digital Art Program

2. **Find some cool facts:** Learn all about the history of computer science in this educational video. After watching, write down two cool facts you learned and share them with your family and friends.

3. **Take a trip online:** With the help of an adult, take a trip online to research a person or subject that interests you. You could look up how to make a friendship bracelet, watch a clip from your favorite movie, or learn how to build a fire!

4. **Make a connection:** Learn all about the basics of a computer here and then join Jessica for a fun game of computer bingo.

   Print the accompanying sheet or make your own and play along!

5. **Have some computer fun:** Learn all about the art of coding and try it for yourself. Visit the link below to get started!